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INTRODUCTION 
For my Senior project I work with Journeyman International and Empowering 
Villages to provide the structural design for a Community center located in Kilimbi, 
Rwanda. I collaborated with an Architecture student and a Construction Management 
student here at CalPoly, so together we could provide a complete picture of the 
resources necessary for this building to be constructed, as well as to illustrate its 
potential. The project, as well as the organizations we worked with; have global, 
cultural, social, environmental and economic impacts; many of which that have been 
thoroughly considered by the organizations to purposely improve the community.         
I learned a lot from this project and am grateful to have had the opportunity to be a 
part of it. 
Journeyman International (JI) is a non-profit organization that helps to bridge the 
gap between people in need and students who want to help. JI was founded by Daniel 
Weins, a former Construction Management Student here at CalPoly. After being 
inspired by his own Senior project, building a dental clinic in Belize, he decided to 
create JI to make it easier for more students to share this experience in the future.  
JI empowers students by assembling a design team of ARCE students, a 
Construction Management student and an Architecture student, and pairs that team 
with a humanitarian project in need of a design. JI also provides guidance to its 
students allowing them to understand the context in which their design needs to fit 
within. JI projects help to provide safe and sustainable buildings for smaller 
humanitarian organizations that typically rely only on third world contractors, while also 
enabling students to make a global impact. Once the students have designed the 
project, the students’ work is used to get funding for the project, and the design is 
eventually finalized by in country professionals and then is built. 
I first became interested in JI after hearing their presentation at a SEAOC 
meeting during my sophomore year. I was inspired by their mission and decided on 
the spot that I wanted to work with them for my senior project. I thought it was a great 
opportunity for my project to have meaning and make a difference while also allowing 
me to gain lots of practical experience. I’m really grateful to JI for empowering and 
proving me with the opportunity to make a global impact. 
For my project, JI teamed up with Empowering Villages which is a humanitarian 
organization that aims to provide holistic and sustainable community development by 
empowering, training, and building up the people in rural communities. They are 
partnered with EMPWR, a collection of multiple renewable energy companies based in 
East Africa, and together they spread sustainable development practices that allow for 
ownership of the advances within these communities. By providing energy access, 
economic development, and environmental sustainability; they provide the social and 
environmental infrastructure needed for the empowerment of these rural communities. 
In the case of my project, Empowering villages acted as our client, providing us with 
their goals and vision for the project. 
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THE TEAM 
My Team included Rebecca Johnson who, as an Architecture student, provided 
the architectural design; and Chris Audi who, as a Construction management student, 
assessed and ensured the feasibility of the project. Rebecca's work on the project 
included cultural studies, providing architectural drawings and details, renderings and 
presentations that will be used to help get funding for the project. Chris created a cost 
estimate, hazard risk assessment, material take off, stormwater pollution prevention 
plan, and phasing plan.  
I worked closely with Rebecca meeting every few weeks throughout the process 
going back and forth to understand each other's constraints and vision for the project 
to create a design that fit both of our needs.  We also met up with Chris periodically so 
he could guide us in the right direction for cost effective material selection and overall 
constructability of the project.  
 
THE PROJECT 
The project I worked on is a community center located in a rural part of Kilimbi, 
Rwanda. Through the community center, Empowering Villages aims to promote a 
healthy community dynamic and sense of place for the members of the community. 
The community center is meant to provide space for assembly, social programs, skills 
trainings, and recreation. This includes Classrooms, a library, and outdoor learning 
areas. This also provides a flexible and unifying place that the community can make 
their own as they grow. It will be connected to a hydropower plant which will power the 
facilities, which was completed this past year through the efforts of EMPWR.  
The structural design consists of typical wood framing as well as wood framed 
trusses for the gravity design. A concrete diaphragm, special concrete moment frame 
with non-participating infill, as well as special concrete cantilevered columns, for the 
lateral systems. The foundations consisted of concrete grade beams and concrete pad 
foundations, with a slab on grade. 
I utilized Risa for the gravity analysis, Etabs for the lateral analysis, SP Column for 
the concrete beam and column design, and excel for the gravity design and special 
moment frame detailing. I then used Revit to create the set of structural drawings and 
details. 
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IMPACTS 
This project and the organizations involved, have many global, cultural, social, 
environmental, and economic impacts. In fact, many of the goals of the organizations 
we worked with was to improve not only the small community but on a global scale. 
Global 
Through the work of JI, this project was able to have positive global impacts.  JI 
is an international organization that helps connect people and organizations around 
the world all working towards the same goal of aiding humanitarian efforts in 
struggling communities. This also facilitates and encourages global interaction and 
builds connections. By joining the efforts of JI I hope to help spread their cause and 
spread their global impact.  
Cultural 
The global impacts of the project lead to cultural impacts. For example, the 
building of global connections also creates a cross cultural experience and exposure 
for everyone involved in the project. Additionally, one of Daniels missions is to set an 
example of a safe structure to the community through JI projects and hopefully, by 
providing more durable building designs this can improve how these countries build in 
the future. 
Social 
By providing safer and more durable buildings this allows the humanitarian 
organizations to be able to focus on their own efforts to make change in these 
communities rather than maintaining a poorly designed building or repairing structural 
damage. Providing an engineered structure provides piece of mind not only to those 
humanitarian organizations, but also to the community that is utilizing the building. In 
the case of a natural disaster it could possibly provide shelter to those in need. 
The introduction of a community center in this rural community also causes 
social change. The community center will encourage more social interaction in a 
scattered community. What is more, it will provide education and self-development 
opportunities allowing the society to advance.  
Environmental 
Through the efforts of empowering villages this project not only helps to 
develop energy resources in communities like this one but utilizes green energy, 
providing a more sustainable future for these communities, preventing the sacrifice of 
their environment for their development. Additionally, my project utilizes solar panels 
as an additional clean energy resource. However, my design utilizes a lot of concrete 
for the structure, which is not a very sustainable building material. Unfortunately, this 
does create a negative impact on the local environment, but I believe the positive 
impacts it will have will outweigh the negative. 
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Economic 
The cheaper we were able to make the project the more likely that it will be built, 
so this was a driving factor of many design decisions and the availability of materials 
ultimately drove the cost of the materials. For example, structural sheathing is very hard 
to come by and very expensive in Rwanda, which is why a concrete diaphragm and 
lateral system was used instead of a wood diaphragm or wood shear walls. 
Additionally, after discussing with Rebecca and Chris, we decided to go with non-
participating masonry infill, which we thought would be easier and cheaper to 
construct than replacing mud bricks periodically or ensuring they were appropriately 
waterproofed. Because steel is not available locally it must be imported making it much 
more expensive and the largest driving factor of the final cost of the project. We 
believed that going with the non-participating infill option would also reduce the 
required reinforcement and decrease the overall cost.  
In addition to economics playing a role in how the building was designed, the 
community center will have economic impacts on the community in which it is built. 
Training and educational resources of the community center can help stimulate the 
community and eventually the local economy by providing higher skilled job 
opportunities that are more profitable.  
 
LEARNING ON MY OWN 
This project also provided me with many learning opportunities. First, I gained a 
lot more experience with programs that I was introduced to at CalPoly. For example, I 
created excel spreadsheets, which I set up to import Risa and Etabs outputs and 
automatically update design loads. After re-designing several members a few times, I 
invested the time to update the spreadsheet to be a bit more automated. I then verified 
the result obtained from my spreadsheet with hand calculations. I also gained more 
experience with Etabs. I learned about its different functions and settings to obtain 
seismic forces and how to apply them appropriately to my project by reading through 
the help files and watching videos. Additionally, I learned about designing a special 
concrete MF. I did this by reading through the code and reading articles from 
Structural Magazine, as well as looking up design examples. I also learned about the 
detailing and designing considerations of participating and non-participating infill and 
tie beams by utilizing resources provided by JI. While working remotely during the 
pandemic, I also ran into many technical difficulties with my computer, most notably 
the graphics card, and was forced to learn how to fix all these problems on my own 
through online help files and trial and error. 
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CONCLUSION 
Overall, this project not only created positive impact to the rural community in 
Kilimbi, Rwanda; but also made an impact on me. I am grateful to those who 
empowered me with this opportunity, those who worked alongside me, and those who 
guided me along the way. Thank you all for this unforgettable experience. 
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Company :
Des igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Joint Coordinates and Temperatures
Label X [ft] Y [ft] Temp [F]
1 N1 0 -1 0
2 N2 6.125 -1 0
3 N3 12.25 -1 0
4 N4 18.375 -1 0
5 N5 21.4375 -1 0
6 N6 24.5 -1 0
7 N7 24.5 0 0
8 N8 21.4375 0.510417 0
9 N9 18.375 1.020833 0
10 N10 12.25 2.041667 0
11 N11 6.125 3.0625 0
12 N12 0 4.083333 0
13 N13 -3 4.583333 0
14 N14 0 -5 0
15 N15 10 -5 0
16 N16 12.75 -5 0
17 N17 10 -6 0
18 N18 19.5 -6 0
19 N19 21.5 -6 0
20 N20 0 -6 0
21 N21 0 -7 0
22 N22 6.25 -7 0
23 N23 14.25 -7 0
24 N24 18.25 -7 0
25 N25 7 -8 0
26 N26 0 -8 0
27 N27 21 -8 0
28 N28 35 -8 0
29 N29 42 -8 0
Joint Boundary Conditions
Joint Label X [k/in] Y [k/in] Rotation[k-ft/rad]
1 N1 Reaction
2 N6 Reaction Reaction
3 N14 Reaction Reaction
4 N15 Reaction Reaction
5 N20 Reaction Reaction
6 N17 Reaction Reaction
7 N18 Reaction Reaction
8 N21 Reaction Reaction
9 N22 Reaction Reaction
10 N23 Reaction Reaction
11 N26 Reaction Reaction
12 N25 Reaction Reaction
13 N27 Reaction Reaction
14 N28 Reaction Reaction
15 N29 Reaction Reaction
16 N16
17 N19
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Company :
Des igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Joint Loads and Enforced Displacements (BLC 1 : Dead)
Joint Label L,D,M Direction Magnitude[(k,k-ft), (in,rad), (k*s^2/f...
1 N7 L Y -.122
2 N8 L Y -.135
3 N9 L Y -.202
4 N10 L Y -.27
5 N11 L Y -.27
6 N12 L Y -.201
7 N13 L Y -.066
8 N7 L Y -.077
Joint Loads and Enforced Displacements (BLC 2 : Live)
Joint Label L,D,M Direction Magnitude[(k,k-ft), (in,rad), (k*s^2/f...
1 N7 L Y -.122
2 N8 L Y -.248
3 N9 L Y -.373
4 N10 L Y -.497
5 N11 L Y -.497
6 N12 L Y -.37
7 N13 L Y -.122
Member Distributed Loads (BLC 1 : Dead)
Member Label Direction Start Magnitude[k/ft,... End Magnitude[k/ft,F... Start Location[ft,%] End Location[ft,%]
1 Bottom Chord 1 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
2 Bottom Chord 2 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
3 Bottom Chord 3 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
4 Bottom Chord 4 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
5 Bottom Chord 5 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
6 Web 3 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
7 Web 3 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
8 Web 4 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
9 Web 5 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
10 Web 6 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
11 Web7 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
12 Web 8 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
13 Web 9 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
14 Web 10 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
15 Web 11 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
16 Web 12 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
17 Web 13 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
18 Web 14 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
19 Top Chord 1 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
20 Top Chord 2 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
21 Top Chord 3 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
22 Top Chord 4 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
23 Top Chord 5 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
24 Top Chord 6 Y -.0001 -.0001 0 0
25 Lower Framed Roof Beam Y -.052 -.052 0 0
26 Upper Framed Roof Beam Y -.052 -.052 0 0
27 Girder 1 Y -.065 -.065 0 0
28 Girder 2 Y -.085 -.085 0 0
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Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Member Distributed Loads (BLC 2 : Live)
Member Label Direction Start Magnitude[k/ft,... End Magnitude[k/ft,F... Start Location[ft,%] End Location[ft,%]
1 Lower Framed Roof Beam Y -.08 -.08 0 0
2 Upper Framed Roof Beam Y -.08 -.08 0 0
3 Girder 1 Y -.1 -.1 0 0
4 Girder 2 Y -.13 -.13 0 0
Basic Load Cases
BLC Description Category X Gravity Y Gravity Joint Point Distr ibuted
1 Dead None 8 28
2 Live None 7 4
Load Combinations
Description Sol...PD...SR...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...BLC Fact...
1 ASD  D+L Yes 2 1 1 1
2 D only Yes 1 1
3 L only Yes 2 1
Envelope Joint Reactions
Joint X [k] LC Y [k] LC Moment [k -ft] LC
1 N1 max 0 3 1.938 1 0 3
2 min 0 1 .686 2 0 1
3 N6 max 0 3 1.645 1 0 3
4 min 0 1 .667 2 0 1
5 N14 max 0 3 .61 1 0 3
6 min 0 1 .24 2 0 1
7 N15 max 0 3 1.073 1 0 3
8 min 0 1 .423 2 0 1
9 N20 max 0 3 .509 1 0 3
10 min 0 1 .201 2 0 1
11 N17 max 0 3 1.568 1 0 3
12 min 0 1 .618 2 0 1
13 N18 max 0 3 .76 1 0 3
14 min 0 1 .3 2 0 1
15 N21 max 0 3 .4 1 0 3
16 min 0 1 .157 2 0 1
17 N22 max 0 3 1.217 1 0 3
18 min 0 1 .48 2 0 1
19 N23 max 0 3 1.394 1 0 3
20 min 0 1 .549 2 0 1
21 N26 max 0 3 .375 1 0 3
22 min 0 1 .148 2 0 1
23 N25 max 0 3 2.534 1 0 3
24 min 0 1 .998 2 0 1
25 N27 max 0 3 3.191 1 0 3
26 min 0 1 1.257 2 0 1
27 N28 max 0 3 2.534 1 0 3
28 min 0 1 .998 2 0 1
29 N29 max 0 3 .375 1 0 3
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Model Name :
Envelope Joint Reactions (Continued)
Joint X [k] LC Y [k] LC Moment [k -ft] LC
30 min 0 1 .148 2 0 1
31 Totals: max 0 3 20.124 1
32 min 0 1 7.869 2
Envelope Joint Displacements
Joint X [in] LC Y [in] LC Rotation [rad] LC
1 N1 max -.015 2 0 3 0 3
2 min -.042 1 0 1 0 1
3 N2 max -.012 2 -.035 2 0 3
4 min -.035 1 -.099 1 0 1
5 N3 max -.008 2 -.057 2 0 3
6 min -.021 1 -.16 1 0 1
7 N4 max -.002 2 -.054 2 0 3
8 min -.006 1 -.152 1 0 1
9 N5 max 0 3 -.032 2 0 3
10 min 0 1 -.091 1 0 1
11 N6 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
12 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
13 N7 max -.007 2 -.001 2 0 3
14 min -.019 1 -.004 1 0 1
15 N8 max -.01 2 -.033 2 0 3
16 min -.028 1 -.094 1 0 1
17 N9 max -.011 2 -.054 2 0 3
18 min -.03 1 -.154 1 0 1
19 N10 max -.006 2 -.056 2 0 3
20 min -.017 1 -.159 1 0 1
21 N11 max .002 1 -.033 2 0 3
22 min 0 2 -.094 1 0 1
23 N12 max .016 1 -.002 2 0 3
24 min .006 2 -.006 1 0 1
25 N13 max .022 1 .031 1 0 3
26 min .008 2 .011 2 0 1
27 N14 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
28 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
29 N15 max 0 3 0 3 7.753e-03 1
30 min 0 1 0 1 3.054e-03 2
31 N16 max 0 3 .232 1 0 3
32 min 0 1 .091 2 0 1
33 N17 max 0 3 0 3 9.724e-04 1
34 min 0 1 0 1 3.831e-04 2
35 N18 max 0 3 0 3 3.039e-03 1
36 min 0 1 0 1 1.197e-03 2
37 N19 max 0 3 .066 1 0 3
38 min 0 1 .026 2 0 1
39 N20 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
40 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
41 N21 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
42 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
43 N22 max 0 3 0 3 3.386e-04 1
44 min 0 1 0 1 1.334e-04 2
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Des igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Envelope Joint Displacements (Continued)
Joint X [in] LC Y [in] LC Rotation [rad] LC
45 N23 max 0 3 0 3 -7.736e-04 2
46 min 0 1 0 1 -1.964e-03 1
47 N24 max 0 3 -.088 2 0 3
48 min 0 1 -.224 1 0 1
49 N25 max 0 3 0 3 -2.446e-03 2
50 min 0 1 0 1 -6.21e-03 1
51 N26 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
52 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
53 N27 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
54 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
55 N28 max 0 3 0 3 6.21e-03 1
56 min 0 1 0 1 2.446e-03 2
57 N29 max 0 3 0 3 0 3
58 min 0 1 0 1 0 1
Envelope Maximum Member Section Forces
Member Axial[k] Loc[ft] LC Shear[k] Loc[ft] LC Moment[k -ft] Loc[ft] LC
1 Bottom Chord 1 max -.578 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
2 min -1.634 0 1 0 6.125 2 0 3.063 1
3 Top Chord 1 max -.04 3.041 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
4 min -.113 0 1 0 3.041 2 0 1.521 1
5 Web 3 max .572 5.083 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
6 min .201 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
7 Web 4 max -.241 4.063 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
8 min -.681 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
9 Web 5 max -.05 3.042 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
10 min -.14 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
11 Web 6 max .366 2.021 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
12 min .129 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
13 Web7 max .875 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
14 min .309 1.51 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
15 Web 8 max 1.645 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
16 min .667 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
17 Web 9 max 2.094 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1
18 min .74 7.35 2 0 7.35 1 0 3.675 2
19 Web 10 max 1.528 6.839 1 0 6.839 1 0 3.419 2
20 min .54 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1
21 Web 11 max .444 6.45 1 0 6.45 2 0 3.225 1
22 min .157 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
23 Web 12 max -.293 3.415 2 0 3.415 1 0 1.707 2
24 min -.83 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1
25 Web 13 max -.997 3.222 2 0 3.222 1 0 1.611 2
26 min -2.82 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1
27 Web 14 max .235 6.338 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
28 min .083 0 2 0 6.338 2 0 3.169 1
29 Bottom Chord 2 max -1.062 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
30 min -3.003 0 1 0 6.125 2 0 3.063 1
31 Bottom Chord 3 max -1.211 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1
32 min -3.425 0 1 0 6.125 1 0 3.063 2
33 Bottom Chord 4 max -.948 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1
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Model Name :
Envelope Maximum Member Section Forces (Continued)
Member Axial[k] Loc[ft] LC Shear[k] Loc[ft] LC Moment[k -ft] Loc[ft] LC
34 min -2.681 0 1 0 3.063 1 0 1.531 2
35 Bottom Chord 5 max 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 1
36 min 0 0 1 0 3.063 1 0 1.531 2
37 Top Chord 2 max -.04 6.209 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
38 min -.113 0 1 0 6.209 2 0 3.105 1
39 Top Chord 3 max 1.657 6.209 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
40 min .586 0 2 0 6.209 2 0 3.105 1
41 Top Chord 4 max 3.044 6.209 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
42 min 1.076 0 2 0 6.209 2 0 3.105 1
43 Top Chord 5 max 3.472 3.105 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
44 min 1.227 0 2 0 3.105 2 0 1.552 1
45 Top Chord 6 max 2.718 3.105 1 0 0 2 0 0 1
46 min .961 0 2 0 3.105 1 0 1.552 2
47 Lower Framed R... max 0 0 3 .61 0 1 .472 9.961 1
48 min 0 0 1 -.705 9.961 1 -1.41 4.648 1
49 Upper Framed R... max 0 0 3 .747 10.078 1 1.447 10.078 1
50 min 0 0 1 -.791 9.854 1 -.983 3.807 1
51 Girder 1 max 0 0 3 .659 14.258 1 1.315 14.258 1
52 min 0 0 1 -.704 14.068 1 -.483 2.471 1
53 Girder 2 max 0 0 3 1.595 21 1 3.94 21 1
54 min 0 0 1 -1.501 20.563 1 -1.992 13.563 1
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Code References
Calculations per ACI 318-11, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : IBC 2018
General Information
Material Properties Soil Design Values
1.50
Analysis Settings
100.0ksi
No
ksfAllowable Soil Bearing =
=
3.0
60.0
3,122.0
150.0 =
Flexure = 0.90
Shear =
Values
0.00180
2.50
Soil Passive Resistance (for Sliding)
1.0
=
Increases based on footing plan dimension
Add Pedestal Wt for Soil Pressure No:
Use Pedestal wt for stability, mom & shear No:
Allowable pressure increase per foot of depth
= ksf
when max. length or width is greater than
= ft
:
=
Add Ftg Wt for Soil Pressure Yes
Yes:Use ftg wt for stability, moments & shears
when footing base is below ft
pcf
Increase Bearing By Footing Weight
= pcf
Min. Overturning Safety Factor
=
: 1
Increases based on footing Depth0.750
=
Soil/Concrete Friction Coeff.
Ec : Concrete Elastic Modulus
=
=
Footing base depth below soil surface ft
=Allow press. increase per foot of depth ksf
=
: 11.0Min. Sliding Safety Factor =
=
Concrete Density
=
Min Allow % Temp Reinf.
ksif'c : Concrete 28 day strength
fy : Rebar Yield ksi
Min Steel % Bending Reinf.
#
Dimensions
Width parallel to X-X Axis 5.50 ft
Length parallel to Z-Z Axis
=
5.50 ft
=
Pedestal dimensions...
px : parallel to X-X Axis 16.0 in
pz : parallel to Z-Z Axis 16.0 in
Height =
=
in
Footing Thickness
=
24.0 in=
Rebar Centerline to Edge of Concrete...
= inat Bottom of footing 3.0
Reinforcing
#
Bars parallel to X-X Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size
=
4
Number of Bars
=
15.0
Bars parallel to Z-Z Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size = 4
Number of Bars = 15.0
Bandwidth Distribution Check  (ACI 15.4.4.2)
Direction Requiring Closer Separation
n/a
# Bars required within zone n/a
# Bars required on each side of zone n/a
Applied Loads
2.50 3.80 1.70
D Lr
ksf
L S
P : Column Load
OB : Overburden =
k
W E
M-zz
V-x
=
= k1.820
V-z k1.520
M-xx =
0.40 k-ft= 0.40
0.10 k-ft
19.90
0.10 18.70
H
=
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PASS 1.295 Sliding - X-X 1.274 k 1.650 k +D+0.70E
PASS 1.551 Sliding - Z-Z 1.064 k 1.650 k +D+0.70E
DESIGN SUMMARY Design OK
Governing Load CombinationMin. Ratio Item Applied Capacity
PASS 0.8942 Soil Bearing 1.784 ksf 1.995 ksf +0.730D-0.710E about Z-Z axis
PASS 1.464 Overturning - X-X 15.278 k-ft 22.371 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS 1.338 Overturning - Z-Z 16.718 k-ft 22.371 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS n/a Uplift 0.0 k 0.0 k No Uplift
PASS 0.05235 Z Flexure (+X) 2.630 k-ft/ft 50.233 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.01166 Z Flexure (-X) 0.5859 k-ft/ft 50.233 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.04505 X Flexure (+Z) 2.263 k-ft/ft 50.233 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.01264 X Flexure (-Z) 0.6350 k-ft/ft 50.233 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.03892 1-way Shear (+X) 3.198 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.004179 1-way Shear (-X) 0.3434 psi 82.158 psi +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.02628 1-way Shear (+Z) 2.159 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.004633 1-way Shear (-Z) 0.3806 psi 82.158 psi +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.01220 2-way Punching 2.005 psi 164.317 psi +1.20D+1.60Lr
Detailed Results
Rotation Axis & ZeccXecc Actual Soil Bearing Stress @ Location Actual / Allow
Soil Bearing
(in)Gross Allowable Bottom, -Z Top, +Z Left, -X Right, +X RatioLoad Combination...
X-X, D Only 1.50 n/a0.3791 0.3862 n/a 0.2580.1037n/a
X-X, +D+Lr 1.50 n/a0.5011 0.5154 n/a 0.3440.1561n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 n/a0.4706 0.4831 n/a 0.3220.1456n/a
X-X, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 2.0 n/a0.05818 1.176 n/a 0.58810.064n/a
X-X, +1.180D+Lr-0.710E 2.0 n/a1.081 0.0 n/a 0.541-11.236n/a
X-X, +0.730D+0.710E 1.995 n/a0.0 1.015 n/a 0.50919.272n/a
X-X, +0.730D-0.710E 1.995 n/a1.376 0.0 n/a 0.690-25.453n/a
Z-Z, D Only 1.50 0.3684n/a n/a 0.3969 0.265n/a0.4147
Z-Z, +D+Lr 1.50 0.4797n/a n/a 0.5368 0.358n/a0.6244
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 0.4519n/a n/a 0.5019 0.335n/a0.5823
Z-Z, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 2.0 0.0n/a n/a 1.245 0.623n/a11.306
Z-Z, +1.180D+Lr-0.710E 2.0 1.104n/a n/a 0.0 0.552n/a-11.697
Z-Z, +0.730D+0.710E 1.995 0.0n/a n/a 1.173 0.588n/a21.132
Z-Z, +0.730D-0.710E 1.995 1.784n/a n/a 0.0 0.894n/a-27.207
Rotation Axis &
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... StatusOverturning Moment Resisting Moment Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only 0.10 k-ft 31.831 k-ft 318.313 OK
X-X, +D+Lr 0.20 k-ft 42.281 k-ft 211.406 OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 0.1750 k-ft 39.669 k-ft 226.679 OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 15.318 k-ft 35.104 k-ft 2.292 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 11.514 k-ft 34.286 k-ft 2.978 OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 15.278 k-ft 22.371 k-ft 1.464 OK
Z-Z, D Only 0.40 k-ft 31.831 k-ft 79.578 OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 0.80 k-ft 42.281 k-ft 52.852 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 0.70 k-ft 39.669 k-ft 56.670 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 16.878 k-ft 35.104 k-ft 2.080 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 12.759 k-ft 34.286 k-ft 2.687 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 16.718 k-ft 22.371 k-ft 1.338 OK
Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only 0.0 k 1.650 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+Lr 0.0 k 1.650 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 1.650 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 1.274 k 1.650 k 1.295 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 0.9555 k 1.650 k 1.727 OK
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Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 1.274 k 1.650 k 1.295 OK
Z-Z, D Only 0.0 k 1.650 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 0.0 k 1.650 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 1.650 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 1.064 k 1.650 k 1.551 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 0.7980 k 1.650 k 2.068 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 1.064 k 1.650 k 1.551 OK
Flexure Axis & Load Combination in^2 in^2 in^2 k-ft
As Req'd
Footing Flexure
Tension
k-ft
Actual As StatusMu Side
Surface
Gvrn. As Phi*Mn
X-X, +1.40D 0.2593 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.40D 0.2429 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3615 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3416 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.2222 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.2082 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.6678 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.6350 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.1667 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.1561 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 2.263 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 0.4742 -Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.2183 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.2838 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3117 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3913 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.1871 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.2433 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.5859 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.7169 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1404 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1825 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 0.4742 -X Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 2.630 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5455 50.233 OK
One Way Shear
Vu @ +XLoad Combination... Vu @ -X Vu @ -Z Vu @ +Z Vu:Max Vu / Phi*VnPhi Vn Status
+1.40D 0.13 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.18 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+0.50Lr 0.18 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.24 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.15 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+1.60Lr 0.34 0.44 0.38 0.41 0.44 82.16 0.01psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.90D 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.11 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.7284D+E 0.29 3.20 0.29 2.16 3.20 82.16 0.04psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
Vu / Phi*Vn
Two-Way "Punching" Shear All units k
StatusVu Phi*VnLoad Combination...
+1.40D 0.77 164.32 0.004704 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr 1.08 164.32 0.006586 OKpsipsi
+1.20D 0.66 164.32 0.004032 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr 2.01 164.32 0.0122 OKpsipsi
+0.90D 0.50 164.32 0.003024 OKpsipsi
+0.7284D+E 1.80 164.32 0.01095 OKpsipsi
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Code References
Calculations per ACI 318-11, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : IBC 2018
General Information
Material Properties Soil Design Values
1.50
Analysis Settings
100.0ksi
No
ksfAllowable Soil Bearing =
=
3.0
60.0
3,122.0
150.0 =
Flexure = 0.90
Shear =
Values
0.00180
3.50
Soil Passive Resistance (for Sliding)
1.0
=
Increases based on footing plan dimension
Add Pedestal Wt for Soil Pressure No:
Use Pedestal wt for stability, mom & shear No:
Allowable pressure increase per foot of depth
= ksf
when max. length or width is greater than
= ft
:
=
Add Ftg Wt for Soil Pressure Yes
Yes:Use ftg wt for stability, moments & shears
when footing base is below ft
pcf
Increase Bearing By Footing Weight
= pcf
Min. Overturning Safety Factor
=
: 1
Increases based on footing Depth0.750
=
Soil/Concrete Friction Coeff.
Ec : Concrete Elastic Modulus
=
=
Footing base depth below soil surface ft
=Allow press. increase per foot of depth ksf
=
: 11.0Min. Sliding Safety Factor =
=
Concrete Density
=
Min Allow % Temp Reinf.
ksif'c : Concrete 28 day strength
fy : Rebar Yield ksi
Min Steel % Bending Reinf.
#
Dimensions
Width parallel to X-X Axis 7.0 ft
Length parallel to Z-Z Axis
=
7.0 ft
=
Pedestal dimensions...
px : parallel to X-X Axis 16.0 in
pz : parallel to Z-Z Axis 16.0 in
Height =
=
in
Footing Thickness
=
24.0 in=
Rebar Centerline to Edge of Concrete...
= inat Bottom of footing 3.0
Reinforcing
#
Bars parallel to X-X Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size
=
4
Number of Bars
=
19.0
Bars parallel to Z-Z Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size = 4
Number of Bars = 19.0
Bandwidth Distribution Check  (ACI 15.4.4.2)
Direction Requiring Closer Separation
n/a
# Bars required within zone n/a
# Bars required on each side of zone n/a
Applied Loads
7.70 9.90 0.80
D Lr
ksf
L S
P : Column Load
OB : Overburden =
k
W E
M-zz
V-x
=
= 1.20 k1.30 2.80
V-z k3.90
M-xx =
6.20 k-ft= 6.90
k-ft
34.70
48.20
H
=
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PASS 1.108 Sliding - X-X 3.160 k 3.50 k +D+0.70E
PASS 1.282 Sliding - Z-Z 2.730 k 3.50 k +D+0.70E
DESIGN SUMMARY Design OK
Governing Load CombinationMin. Ratio Item Applied Capacity
PASS 0.7977 Soil Bearing 1.595 ksf 2.0 ksf +1.180D+Lr+0.710E about Z-Z axis
PASS 1.250 Overturning - X-X 39.20 k-ft 49.0 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS 1.468 Overturning - Z-Z 33.370 k-ft 49.0 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS n/a Uplift 0.0 k 0.0 k No Uplift
PASS 0.08288 Z Flexure (+X) 4.144 k-ft/ft 50.0 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.03049 Z Flexure (-X) 1.524 k-ft/ft 50.0 k-ft/ft +1.372D+E
PASS 0.1097 X Flexure (+Z) 5.487 k-ft/ft 50.0 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.04108 X Flexure (-Z) 2.054 k-ft/ft 50.0 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.07116 1-way Shear (+X) 5.847 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.02087 1-way Shear (-X) 1.715 psi 82.158 psi +1.372D+E
PASS 0.1070 1-way Shear (+Z) 8.788 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.02596 1-way Shear (-Z) 2.133 psi 82.158 psi +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.03960 2-way Punching 6.507 psi 164.317 psi +1.20D+1.60Lr
Detailed Results
Rotation Axis & ZeccXecc Actual Soil Bearing Stress @ Location Actual / Allow
Soil Bearing
(in)Gross Allowable Bottom, -Z Top, +Z Left, -X Right, +X RatioLoad Combination...
X-X, D Only 1.50 n/a0.4571 0.4571 n/a 0.3050.0n/a
X-X, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 2.0 n/a0.06451 1.442 n/a 0.72112.930n/a
X-X, +0.730D+0.710E 2.0 n/a0.0 1.387 n/a 0.69428.199n/a
X-X, +D+Lr 1.50 n/a0.6592 0.6592 n/a 0.4400.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 n/a0.6087 0.6087 n/a 0.4060.0n/a
Z-Z, D Only 1.50 0.3082n/a n/a 0.6061 0.404n/a4.607
Z-Z, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 2.0 0.0n/a n/a 1.595 0.798n/a15.695
Z-Z, +0.730D+0.710E 2.0 0.0n/a n/a 1.112 0.556n/a24.745
Z-Z, +D+Lr 1.50 0.3457n/a n/a 0.9726 0.648n/a6.724
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 0.3364n/a n/a 0.8810 0.587n/a6.327
Rotation Axis &
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... StatusOverturning Moment Resisting Moment Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +D+Lr None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 39.20 k-ft 80.360 k-ft 2.050 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 29.40 k-ft 79.870 k-ft 2.717 OK
X-X, +0.60D None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 39.20 k-ft 49.0 k-ft 1.250 OK
Z-Z, D Only 8.60 k-ft 78.40 k-ft 9.116 OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 18.10 k-ft 113.050 k-ft 6.246 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 15.725 k-ft 104.388 k-ft 6.638 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 36.810 k-ft 80.360 k-ft 2.183 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 29.758 k-ft 79.870 k-ft 2.684 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D 5.160 k-ft 47.040 k-ft 9.116 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 33.370 k-ft 49.0 k-ft 1.468 OK
Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only 1.20 k 3.50 k 2.917 OK
X-X, +D+Lr 2.50 k 3.50 k 1.40 OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 2.175 k 3.50 k 1.609 OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 3.160 k 3.50 k 1.108 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 2.670 k 3.50 k 1.311 OK
X-X, +0.60D 0.720 k 3.50 k 4.861 OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 2.680 k 3.50 k 1.306 OK
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Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
Z-Z, D Only 0.0 k 3.50 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 0.0 k 3.50 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 3.50 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 2.730 k 3.50 k 1.282 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 2.048 k 3.50 k 1.709 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D 0.0 k 3.50 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 2.730 k 3.50 k 1.282 OK
Flexure Axis & Load Combination in^2 in^2 in^2 k-ft
As Req'd
Footing Flexure
Tension
k-ft
Actual As StatusMu Side
Surface
Gvrn. As Phi*Mn
X-X, +1.40D 0.8829 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.40D 0.8829 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 1.162 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 1.162 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.7568 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.7568 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 2.054 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 2.054 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.372D+E 4.062 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +1.372D+E 1.595 -Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.5676 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.5676 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 5.487 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 0.8770 -Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.2658 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 1.50 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3897 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 1.935 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.2278 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 1.286 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.7460 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 3.362 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.372D+E 1.524 -X Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +1.372D+E 3.759 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1709 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.9643 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 0.8770 -X Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 4.144 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5429 50.0 OK
One Way Shear
Vu @ +XLoad Combination... Vu @ -X Vu @ -Z Vu @ +Z Vu:Max Vu / Phi*VnPhi Vn Status
+1.40D 0.17 1.66 0.92 0.92 1.66 82.16 0.02psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+0.50Lr 0.27 2.14 1.21 1.21 2.14 82.16 0.03psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D 0.15 1.43 0.79 0.79 1.43 82.16 0.02psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+1.60Lr 0.55 3.71 2.13 2.13 3.71 82.16 0.05psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.372D+E 1.72 4.42 1.72 4.81 4.81 82.16 0.06psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.90D 0.11 1.07 0.59 0.59 1.07 82.16 0.01psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.7284D+E 0.91 5.85 0.91 8.79 8.79 82.16 0.11psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
Vu / Phi*Vn
Two-Way "Punching" Shear All units k
StatusVu Phi*VnLoad Combination...
+1.40D 2.80 164.32 0.01702 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr 3.68 164.32 0.02241 OKpsipsi
+1.20D 2.40 164.32 0.01459 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr 6.51 164.32 0.0396 OKpsipsi
+1.372D+E 3.19 164.32 0.01944 OKpsipsi
+0.90D 1.80 164.32 0.01094 OKpsipsi
+0.7284D+E 2.73 164.32 0.01659 OKpsipsi
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Calculations per ACI 318-11, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : IBC 2018
General Information
Material Properties Soil Design Values
1.50
Analysis Settings
100.0ksi
No
ksfAllowable Soil Bearing =
=
3.0
60.0
3,122.0
150.0 =
Flexure = 0.90
Shear =
Values
0.00180
2.50
Soil Passive Resistance (for Sliding)
1.0
=
Increases based on footing plan dimension
Add Pedestal Wt for Soil Pressure No:
Use Pedestal wt for stability, mom & shear No:
Allowable pressure increase per foot of depth
= ksf
when max. length or width is greater than
= ft
:
=
Add Ftg Wt for Soil Pressure Yes
Yes:Use ftg wt for stability, moments & shears
when footing base is below ft
pcf
Increase Bearing By Footing Weight
= pcf
Min. Overturning Safety Factor
=
: 1
Increases based on footing Depth0.750
=
Soil/Concrete Friction Coeff.
Ec : Concrete Elastic Modulus
=
=
Footing base depth below soil surface ft
=Allow press. increase per foot of depth ksf
=
: 11.0Min. Sliding Safety Factor =
=
Concrete Density
=
Min Allow % Temp Reinf.
ksif'c : Concrete 28 day strength
fy : Rebar Yield ksi
Min Steel % Bending Reinf.
#
Dimensions
Width parallel to X-X Axis 3.50 ft
Length parallel to Z-Z Axis
=
3.50 ft
=
Pedestal dimensions...
px : parallel to X-X Axis 16.0 in
pz : parallel to Z-Z Axis 16.0 in
Height =
=
in
Footing Thickness
=
24.0 in=
Rebar Centerline to Edge of Concrete...
= inat Bottom of footing 3.0
Reinforcing
#
Bars parallel to X-X Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size
=
4
Number of Bars
=
10.0
Bars parallel to Z-Z Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size = 4
Number of Bars = 10.0
Bandwidth Distribution Check  (ACI 15.4.4.2)
Direction Requiring Closer Separation
n/a
# Bars required within zone n/a
# Bars required on each side of zone n/a
Applied Loads
4.20 5.90 2.20
D Lr
ksf
L S
P : Column Load
OB : Overburden =
k
W E
M-zz
V-x
=
= k
V-z k0.30
M-xx =
k-ft=
k-ft
H
=
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PASS n/a Sliding - X-X 0.0 k 0.0 k No Sliding
PASS 5.0 Sliding - Z-Z 0.210 k 1.050 k +D+0.70E
DESIGN SUMMARY Design OK
Governing Load CombinationMin. Ratio Item Applied Capacity
PASS 0.7493 Soil Bearing 1.124 ksf 1.50 ksf +D+Lr about Z-Z axis
PASS 26.104 Overturning - X-X 0.420 k-ft 10.964 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS n/a Overturning - Z-Z 0.0 k-ft 0.0 k-ft No Overturning
PASS n/a Uplift 0.0 k 0.0 k No Uplift
PASS 0.01320 Z Flexure (+X) 0.6936 k-ft/ft 52.559 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.01320 Z Flexure (-X) 0.6936 k-ft/ft 52.559 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.01320 X Flexure (+Z) 0.6936 k-ft/ft 52.559 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS 0.01320 X Flexure (-Z) 0.6936 k-ft/ft 52.559 k-ft/ft +1.20D+1.60Lr
PASS n/a 1-way Shear (+X) 0.0 psi 82.158 psi n/a
PASS 0.0 1-way Shear (-X) 0.0 psi 0.0 psi n/a
PASS n/a 1-way Shear (+Z) 0.0 psi 82.158 psi n/a
PASS n/a 1-way Shear (-Z) 0.0 psi 82.158 psi n/a
PASS n/a 2-way Punching 1.051 psi 82.158 psi +1.20D+1.60Lr
Detailed Results
Rotation Axis & ZeccXecc Actual Soil Bearing Stress @ Location Actual / Allow
Soil Bearing
(in)Gross Allowable Bottom, -Z Top, +Z Left, -X Right, +X RatioLoad Combination...
X-X, D Only 1.50 n/a0.6429 0.6429 n/a 0.4290.0n/a
X-X, +D+Lr 1.50 n/a1.124 1.124 n/a 0.7490.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 n/a1.004 1.004 n/a 0.6690.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.70E 1.50 n/a0.7104 0.8268 n/a 0.5510.5353n/a
X-X, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 1.995 n/a1.309 1.427 n/a 0.7150.3051n/a
X-X, +0.730D+0.710E 2.0 n/a0.5378 0.6558 n/a 0.3280.6992n/a
Z-Z, D Only 1.50 0.6429n/a n/a 0.6429 0.429n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+Lr 1.50 1.124n/a n/a 1.124 0.749n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 1.004n/a n/a 1.004 0.669n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 1.50 0.7686n/a n/a 0.7686 0.512n/a0.0
Z-Z, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 1.995 1.368n/a n/a 1.368 0.686n/a0.0
Z-Z, +0.730D+0.710E 2.0 0.5968n/a n/a 0.5968 0.299n/a0.0
Rotation Axis &
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... StatusOverturning Moment Resisting Moment Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +D+Lr None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 0.420 k-ft 16.476 k-ft 39.229 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 0.3150 k-ft 15.803 k-ft 50.167 OK
X-X, +0.60D None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 0.420 k-ft 10.964 k-ft 26.104 OK
Z-Z, D Only None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Z-Z, +0.60D None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E None 0.0 k-ft Infinity OK
Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+Lr 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
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Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, +0.60D 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, D Only 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 0.210 k 1.050 k 5.0 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 0.1575 k 1.050 k 6.667 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D 0.0 k 1.050 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 0.210 k 1.050 k 5.0 OK
Flexure Axis & Load Combination in^2 in^2 in^2 k-ft
As Req'd
Footing Flexure
Tension
k-ft
Actual As StatusMu Side
Surface
Gvrn. As Phi*Mn
X-X, +1.40D 0.2817 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.40D 0.2817 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3827 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3827 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.2414 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.2414 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.6936 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.6936 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.1811 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.1811 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 0.2910 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 0.2128 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.2817 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.2817 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3827 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3827 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.2414 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.2414 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.6936 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.6936 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1811 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1811 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 0.2519 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 0.2519 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5714 52.559 OK
One Way Shear
Vu @ +XLoad Combination... Vu @ -X Vu @ -Z Vu @ +Z Vu:Max Vu / Phi*VnPhi Vn Status
+1.40D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+0.50Lr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+1.60Lr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.90D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.7284D+E 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
Vu / Phi*Vn
Two-Way "Punching" Shear All units k
StatusVu Phi*VnLoad Combination...
+1.40D 0.43 164.32 0.002597 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr 0.58 164.32 0.00353 OKpsipsi
+1.20D 0.37 164.32 0.002226 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr 1.05 164.32 0.006397 OKpsipsi
+0.90D 0.27 164.32 0.00167 OKpsipsi
+0.7284D+E 0.38 164.32 0.002323 OKpsipsi
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Calculations per ACI 318-11, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : IBC 2018
General Information
Material Properties Soil Design Values
1.50
Analysis Settings
100.0ksi
No
ksfAllowable Soil Bearing =
=
3.0
60.0
3,122.0
150.0 =
Flexure = 0.90
Shear =
Values
0.00180
4.0
Soil Passive Resistance (for Sliding)
1.0
=
Increases based on footing plan dimension
Add Pedestal Wt for Soil Pressure No:
Use Pedestal wt for stability, mom & shear No:
Allowable pressure increase per foot of depth
= ksf
when max. length or width is greater than
= ft
:
=
Add Ftg Wt for Soil Pressure Yes
Yes:Use ftg wt for stability, moments & shears
when footing base is below ft
pcf
Increase Bearing By Footing Weight
= pcf
Min. Overturning Safety Factor
=
: 1
Increases based on footing Depth0.750
=
Soil/Concrete Friction Coeff.
Ec : Concrete Elastic Modulus
=
=
Footing base depth below soil surface ft
=Allow press. increase per foot of depth ksf
=
: 11.0Min. Sliding Safety Factor =
=
Concrete Density
=
Min Allow % Temp Reinf.
ksif'c : Concrete 28 day strength
fy : Rebar Yield ksi
Min Steel % Bending Reinf.
#
Dimensions
Width parallel to X-X Axis 8.0 ft
Length parallel to Z-Z Axis
=
8.0 ft
=
Pedestal dimensions...
px : parallel to X-X Axis 16.0 in
pz : parallel to Z-Z Axis 16.0 in
Height =
=
in
Footing Thickness
=
24.0 in=
Rebar Centerline to Edge of Concrete...
= inat Bottom of footing 3.0
Reinforcing
#
Bars parallel to X-X Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size
=
4
Number of Bars
=
21.0
Bars parallel to Z-Z Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size = 4
Number of Bars = 21.0
Bandwidth Distribution Check  (ACI 15.4.4.2)
Direction Requiring Closer Separation
n/a
# Bars required within zone n/a
# Bars required on each side of zone n/a
Applied Loads
1.60 2.50 0.20
D Lr
ksf
L S
P : Column Load
OB : Overburden =
k
W E
M-zz
V-x
=
= k5.80
V-z k4.90
M-xx =
0.050 k-ft= 0.060
0.40 k-ft
55.10
0.60 54.40
H
=
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PASS 1.182 Sliding - X-X 4.060 k 4.80 k +D+0.70E
PASS 1.399 Sliding - Z-Z 3.430 k 4.80 k +D+0.70E
DESIGN SUMMARY Design OK
Governing Load CombinationMin. Ratio Item Applied Capacity
PASS 0.6947 Soil Bearing 1.386 ksf 1.995 ksf +0.730D+0.710E about Z-Z axis
PASS 1.117 Overturning - X-X 45.180 k-ft 50.480 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS 1.080 Overturning - Z-Z 46.720 k-ft 50.480 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E
PASS n/a Uplift 0.0 k 0.0 k No Uplift
PASS 0.02508 Z Flexure (+X) 1.214 k-ft/ft 48.397 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.02508 Z Flexure (-X) 1.214 k-ft/ft 48.397 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.02508 X Flexure (+Z) 1.214 k-ft/ft 48.397 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.02508 X Flexure (-Z) 1.214 k-ft/ft 48.397 k-ft/ft +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.01689 1-way Shear (+X) 1.387 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.01689 1-way Shear (-X) 1.387 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.01689 1-way Shear (+Z) 1.387 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.01689 1-way Shear (-Z) 1.387 psi 82.158 psi +0.7284D+E
PASS 0.02343 2-way Punching 3.850 psi 164.317 psi +0.7284D+E
Detailed Results
Rotation Axis & ZeccXecc Actual Soil Bearing Stress @ Location Actual / Allow
Soil Bearing
(in)Gross Allowable Bottom, -Z Top, +Z Left, -X Right, +X RatioLoad Combination...
X-X, D Only 1.50 n/a0.3204 0.3296 n/a 0.2200.2308n/a
X-X, +D+Lr 1.50 n/a0.3525 0.3757 n/a 0.2510.5150n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 n/a0.3444 0.3642 n/a 0.2430.4498n/a
X-X, +0.60D 1.50 n/a0.1922 0.1978 n/a 0.1320.2308n/a
X-X, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 2.0 n/a0.0 0.9862 n/a 0.49320.593n/a
X-X, +0.730D+0.710E 1.995 n/a0.0 1.252 n/a 0.62835.919n/a
Z-Z, D Only 1.50 0.3244n/a n/a 0.3256 0.217n/a0.02885
Z-Z, +D+Lr 1.50 0.3628n/a n/a 0.3653 0.244n/a0.05665
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 1.50 0.3532n/a n/a 0.3554 0.237n/a0.05028
Z-Z, +0.60D 1.50 0.1947n/a n/a 0.1953 0.130n/a0.02885
Z-Z, +1.180D+Lr+0.710E 2.0 0.0n/a n/a 0.9993 0.500n/a20.956
Z-Z, +0.730D+0.710E 1.995 0.0n/a n/a 1.386 0.695n/a37.108
Rotation Axis &
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... StatusOverturning Moment Resisting Moment Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only 0.40 k-ft 83.20 k-ft 208.0 OK
X-X, +D+Lr 1.0 k-ft 93.20 k-ft 93.20 OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 0.850 k-ft 90.70 k-ft 106.706 OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 45.340 k-ft 83.760 k-ft 1.847 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 34.105 k-ft 83.620 k-ft 2.452 OK
X-X, +0.60D 0.240 k-ft 49.920 k-ft 208.0 OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 45.180 k-ft 50.480 k-ft 1.117 OK
Z-Z, D Only 0.050 k-ft 83.20 k-ft 1,664.0 OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 0.110 k-ft 93.20 k-ft 847.27 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 0.0950 k-ft 90.70 k-ft 954.74 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 46.740 k-ft 83.760 k-ft 1.792 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 35.068 k-ft 83.620 k-ft 2.385 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D 0.030 k-ft 49.920 k-ft 1,664.0 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 46.720 k-ft 50.480 k-ft 1.080 OK
Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+Lr 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +D+0.70E 4.060 k 4.80 k 1.182 OK
X-X, +D+0.5250E 3.045 k 4.80 k 1.576 OK
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Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Stability Ratio
X-X, +0.60D 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E 4.060 k 4.80 k 1.182 OK
Z-Z, D Only 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E 3.430 k 4.80 k 1.399 OK
Z-Z, +D+0.5250E 2.573 k 4.80 k 1.866 OK
Z-Z, +0.60D 0.0 k 4.80 k No Sliding OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E 3.430 k 4.80 k 1.399 OK
Flexure Axis & Load Combination in^2 in^2 in^2 k-ft
As Req'd
Footing Flexure
Tension
k-ft
Actual As StatusMu Side
Surface
Gvrn. As Phi*Mn
X-X, +1.40D 0.2208 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.40D 0.1681 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.3118 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.2385 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.1892 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.20D 0.1441 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.5816 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.4462 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.1419 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +0.90D 0.1081 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 1.214 +Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
X-X, +0.7284D+E 1.214 -Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.1911 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 0.1977 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.2709 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr 0.2794 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.1638 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D 0.1695 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.5065 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr 0.5212 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1229 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +0.90D 0.1271 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 1.214 -X Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
Z-Z, +0.7284D+E 1.214 +X Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5250 48.397 OK
One Way Shear
Vu @ +XLoad Combination... Vu @ -X Vu @ -Z Vu @ +Z Vu:Max Vu / Phi*VnPhi Vn Status
+1.40D 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.26 0.26 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+0.50Lr 0.31 0.32 0.27 0.36 0.36 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.22 0.22 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+1.20D+1.60Lr 0.58 0.60 0.50 0.67 0.67 82.16 0.01psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.90D 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.16 0.16 82.16 0.00psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
+0.7284D+E 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 82.16 0.02psipsipsipsipsipsi OK
Vu / Phi*Vn
Two-Way "Punching" Shear All units k
StatusVu Phi*VnLoad Combination...
+1.40D 0.62 164.32 0.003753 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr 0.87 164.32 0.005311 OKpsipsi
+1.20D 0.53 164.32 0.003217 OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr 1.63 164.32 0.009918 OKpsipsi
+0.90D 0.40 164.32 0.002413 OKpsipsi
+0.7284D+E 3.85 164.32 0.02343 OKpsipsi
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S. Reeves
CONCRETE USE
STRENGTH AT
28 DAYS U.O.N.
W/C RATIO AGGREGATE
SIZE
WEIGHT
SLAB ON GRADE
FOUNDATIONS
* 3000 psi
* 3000 psi
0.45 MAX.
0.50 MAX.
3/4" (LS)
3/4"
145pcf
145pcf
SHRINKAGE
.045%
-
DESIGN BASIS
1. APPLICABLE CODE:   INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE (IBC), 2019 EDITION.
2. VERTICAL LOADS
-ROOF LIVE LOAD - : 125PSF(2ND FLOOR), 50PSF(3RD FLOOR)
-ROOF LIVE LOAD:
3. LATERAL LOADS
DESIGN WIND CRITERIA: PER ASCE 7-16
BASIC WIND SPEED:   110 mph
WIND EXPOSURE:   C
DESIGN SEISMIC CRITERIA:
SITE CLASS: D
SDS = 0.8580g
SD1 = 0.3943g
IMPORTANCE FACTOR, I= 1
SEISMIC DESIGN CATEGORY= D
OCCUPANCY CATEGORY = II
RESPONSE MODIFICATION COEFF., R= 8 (SPECIAL REINFORCED CONCRETE MOMENT FRAMES)
DESIGN SEISMIC COEFF., V= 0.1073*W (ASD)
4. GEOTECHNICAL CRITERIA:
-DESIGN OF FOUNDATION IS BASED ON TABLE 1806.2 (IBC)
-ALLOWABLE SOIL BEARING PRESSURE:
DEAD + LIVE: 1500 psf
DEAD + LIVE + WIND OR SEISMIC: 2000 psf
CONCRETE
1. CONCRETE SHALL BE SUPPLIED AND PLACED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ACI 318.
2. CONCRETE SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS:
(LS) CRUSHED LOW SHRINKAGE ROCK
* SPECIAL INSPECTION FOR 3000 PSI CONCRETE IS NOT REQUIRED (2010 CRC R404.1.2.3 
PAMC 16.04.180)
3. STRENGTH: COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN PSI WHEN TESTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM 
C39
4. PORTLAND CEMENT SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM C-150, TYPE II.
5. AGGREGATE FOR STONE CONCRETE SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM C-33. FOR LOW 
SHRINKAGE AGGREGATE; USE LIMESTONE OR GRANITE. AGGREGATE FOR LIGHTWEIGHT 
CONCRETE SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM C-330.
6. FLY ASH: ASTM C 618, CLASS F OR CLASS C. MINIMUM RECOMMENDED FLY ASH 
CONTENT BY MASS OF CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL IS 20%. MAXIMUM RECOMMENDATION IS 
25%.
7. ADMIXTURES: MIX SHALL CONTAIN POLYMER BASED, WATER REDUCING ADMIXTURE.
THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF ADMIXTURES ARE ALLOWED AS PLASTICIZERS AND/ OR SET 
ACCELERATORS TO IMPROVE WORKABILITY.
- ASTM C494, TYPES A, C, E, G. HIGH RANGE WATER REDUCERS SHALL ALSO MEET 
REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM C 1017.
- THE INITIAL SLUMP OF THE CONCRETE BEFORE INTRODUCING ADMIXTURES SHOULD BE 
MINIMUM 2" INCHES
8. SHRINKAGE - CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE CONCRETE MIX HISTORY DATA OR PROVIDE 
TESTING REPORT
9. MINIMUM REINF. COVER FOR CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE:
- CONC. CAST AGAINST AND PERMANENTLY EXPOSED TO EARTH . . . . . . . . . 3"
- CONC. FORMED BELOW GRADE OR EXPOSED TO WEATHER:
  NO. 6 AND GREATER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2"
  NO. 5 AND SMALLER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1/2"
- CONC. NOT EXPOSED TO WEATHER NOR IN CONTACT WITH GROUND:
  SLABS, WALLS, AND JOISTS: NO. 11 AND SMALLER . . . . . . . . . . . .  3/4"
  BEAMS AND COL: PRIMARY REINF., TIES, STIRRUPS, SPIRALS . . . . . . . 1 1/2"
INTERIOR SLAB ON GRADE:
1. DO NOT ALLOW WATER TO COLLECT ON OR AROUND BUILDING PAD.
2. INITIAL CURING: INITIAL CURING SHALL IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE FINISHING OPERATION. 
CONCRETE SHALL BE KEPT CONTINUOUSLY MOIST AT LEAST OVERNIGHT.
3. FINAL CURING:  IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE INITIAL CURING AND BEFORE THE 
CONCRETE HAS DRIED. SLABS TO RECEIVE MOISTURE SENSITIVE FLOORING MATERIALS TO BE 
CONTINUOUSLY CURED FOR 7 DAYS BY WET COVERING OR MOISTURE RETAINING COVERING. 
LIQUID MEMBRANE CURING COMPOUNDS SHALL NOT BE PERMITTED.
4. INTERIOR SLABS SHALL RECEIVE A LIGHT BROOM FINISH U.O.N. TOLERANCE SHALL BE 
1/8" IN 10'-0". EDGES SHALL BE SMOOTH TROWELED.
5. ALL CONC. TO BE REINFORCED UNLESS SPECIFICALLY MARKED "NOT REINFORCED"
VAPOR BARRIER:
1. 15 MIL ASTM E-1745 CLASS A, TYP. U.O.N. IN DET. 8/S5.1
PLACEMENT
1. ALL REINFORCING BARS, ANCHOR BOLTS, AND ALL OTHER CONC. INSERTS SHALL 
BE WELL SECURED IN POSITION PRIOR TO PLACING CONCRETE.
2. CHAMFER ALL CORNERS OF CONCRETE TO PREVENT DAMAGE.
3. CONSTRUCTION TOLERANCE SHALL COMPLY TO ACI 117.
4. CONCRETE SHALL BE PLACED IN A CONTINUOUS OPERATION BETWEEN 
PREDETERMINED CONSTRUCTION JOINTS.
5. USE VIBRATORS TO CONSOLIDATE CONCRETE. DO NOT USE VIBRATORS PLACEMENT 
IN ANY APPROVED MANNER. FOOTINGS ARE EXEMPTED FROM THIS REQUIREMENT.
6. PATCHING OF CONCRETE: ALL INSERT HOLES AND OTHER IMPERFECTIONS ON THE 
SURFACES OF THE CONCRETE SHALL BE FILLED WITH GROUT, BRUSHED AND SACKED 
TO A UNIFORM FINISH.
7. BARS SHALL BE FIRMLY SUPPORTED AND ACCURATELY PLACED AS REQUIRED BY 
THE A.C.I. STANDARDS, USING TIE AND SUPPORT BARS IN ADDITION TO 
REINFORCEMENT SHOWN WHERE NECESSARY FOR FIRM AND ACCURATE PLACING.  ALL 
DOWELS SHALL BE ACCURATELY SET IN PLACE BEFORE PLACING CONCRETE.
8.. #5 AND LARGER REINFORCING BARS SHALL NOT BE SPLICED EXCEPT AS LOCATED 
AND DETAILED ON THE DRAWINGS.  #4 AND SMALLER BARS WITH LENGTH NOT 
SHOWN SHALL BE CONTINUOUS, LAPPING 1'-6" MINIMUM IN CONCRETE (SEE TYPICAL 
DETAILS).  HORIZONTAL WALL SPLICES SHALL BE STAGGERED.  VERTICAL BARS SHALL 
NOT BE SPLICED EXCEPT AT HORIZONTAL SUPPORT, SUCH AS FLOOR OR ROOF, 
UNLESS DETAILED OTHERWISE.  ALL BARS ENDING AT THE FACE OF A WALL, 
COLUMN, OR BEAM SHALL EXTEND TO WITHIN 2" OF THE FAR FACE AND HAVE A 90 
DEGREE HOOK UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN.
9. DRAWINGS SHOW TYPICAL REINFORCING CONDITIONS.  CONTRACTOR SHALL 
PREPARE DETAILED PLACEMENT DRAWINGS OF ALL CONDITIONS SHOWING QUANTITY, 
SPACING, SIZE, CLEARANCES, LAPS, INTERSECTIONS AND COVERAGE REQUIRED BY 
STRUCTURAL DETAILS, APPLICABLE CODE AND TRADE STANDARDS.  CONTRACTOR 
SHALL NOTIFY REINFORCING INSPECTOR OF ANY ADJUSTMENTS FROM TYPICAL 
CONDITIONS THAT ARE PROPOSED IN PLACEMENT DRAWINGS TO FACILITATE FIELD 
PLACEMENT OF REINFORCING STEEL AND CONCRETE.
10. NO WELDING OF REINFORCEMENT (INCLUDING TACK WELDING) SHALL BE DONE 
UNLESS SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS.  WHERE SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS, WELDING OF 
REINFORCING STEEL SHALL BE PERFORMED BY WELDERS SPECIFICALLY CERTIFIED FOR 
REINFORCING STEEL.  USE E90XX ELECTRODES.
FOUNDATIONS
1. REMOVE LOOSE SOIL AND STANDING WATER FROM FOUNDATION EXCAVATIONS 
PRIOR TO PLACING CONCRETE.
2. THE CONTRACTOR IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR EXCAVATION PROCEDURES 
INCLUDING LAGGING, SHORING, UNDERPINNING AND PROTECTION OF EXISTING 
CONSTRUCTION.
3. PLACE BACKFILL BEHIND RETAINING WALLS AFTER CONCRETE HAS ATTAINED FULL 
DESIGN STRENGTH.  BRACE BUILDING AND PIT WALLS BELOW GRADE FROM LATERAL 
LOADS UNTIL ATTACHED FLOORS AND SLABS ON GRADE ARE COMPLETE AND HAVE 
ATTAINED FULL DESIGN STRENGTH.
FORMWORK
1. BEFORE STARTING CONSTRUCTION, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL DEVELOP A 
PROCEDURE AND SCHEDULE FOR REMOVAL OF CONCRETE FORMS AND SHORES. 
CONCRETE FORMS AND SHORES SHALL BE REMOVED IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO NOT 
IMPAIR THE SAFETY AND SERVICEABILITY OF THE STRUCTURE. IN ADDITION TO THE 
ABOVE REQUIREMENTS, REMOVAL OF FORMS SHALL BE NO SOONER THAN THE 
FOLLOWING
2. PROVIDE CURING WHERE FORMS ARE REMOVED IN LESS THAN 7 DAYS, INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO WALLS, COLUMNS, AND UNDERSIDE OF ELEVATED SLABS.
GENERAL
1. ALL NEW CONSTRUCTION SHALL COMPLY WITH THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND 
THE CURRENT EDITION OF THE LOCAL BUILDING CODE. THESE DRAWINGS ARE COPY 
RIGHTED INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE FOR USE ONLY ON THIS PROJECT.
2. THESE GENERAL NOTES SUPERSEDE THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROJECT 
SPECIFICATIONS. IN CASE OF CONFLICT BETWEEN THE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS, 
CONTACT THE OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE.
3. REFERENCE TO CODES, RULES, REGULATIONS, STANDARDS, MANUFACTURER’S 
INSTRUCTIONS OR REQUIREMENTS OF REGULATORY AGENCIES IS TO THE LATEST 
PRINTED EDITION OF EACH IN EFFECT AT THE DATE OF SUBMISSION OF BID UNLESS 
THE DOCUMENT DATE IS SHOWN.
4. TYPICAL DETAILS AND GENERAL NOTES APPLY TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORK 
EXCEPT WHERE SPECIFICALLY DETAILED OR UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE (U.N.O.)
5. THE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS ILLUSTRATE THE NEW STRUCTURAL MEMBERS.  REFER 
TO ARCHITECTURAL, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS FOR NON-STRUCTURAL 
ITEMS WHICH REQUIRE SPECIAL PROVISIONS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS.
6. REFER TO ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS FOR FLOOR DEPRESSIONS, EDGE OF SLAB, 
OPENINGS, SLOPES, DRAINS, CURBS, PADS, EMBEDDED ITEMS, NON-BEARING 
PARTITIONS, ETC.  REFER TO MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS FOR SLEEVES, 
OPENINGS, AND HANGERS FOR PIPES, DUCTS AND EQUIPMENT.
7. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY AND BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING THE 
WORK OF ALL TRADES AND SHALL VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS WHICH 
IMPACT THE WORK.  FIELD VERIFY SIZES, ELEVATIONS, HOLE LOCATIONS, ETC. PRIOR 
TO FABRICATION.
8. DRAWING DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF FINISH, JOINT CENTERLINE OR COLUMN 
GRID CENTERLINE UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.  DO NOT SCALE THE DRAWINGS.
9. CONTRACTOR SHALL CAREFULLY REVIEW THE DRAWINGS TO IDENTIFY THE SCOPE 
OF WORK REQUIRED.  VISIT THE SITE TO RELATE THE SCOPE OF WORK TO EXISTING 
CONDITIONS AND DETERMINE THE EXTENT TO WHICH THOSE CONDITIONS AND 
PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS WILL IMPACT THE WORK.
10. EXISTING CONDITIONS AS SHOWN ON THESE PLANS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
CONTRACTOR IS REQUIRED TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO 
CONSTRUCTION. CONTRACTOR SHALL REPORT CONDITIONS THAT CONFLICT WITH THE 
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS TO THE OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE. DO NOT DEVIATE FROM 
THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS WITHOUT WRITTEN DIRECION FROM THE OWNER’S 
REPRESENTATIVE.
11. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL RESOLVE ANY CONFLICTS ON THE DRAWINGS OR IN THE 
SPECIFICATIONS WITH THE OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE 
WORK. NO CHANGE IN SIZE OR DIMENSION OF A STRUCTURAL MEMBER, NOR SHALL 
ANY OPENINGS BE MADE IN ANY STRUCTURAL MEMBER, WITHOUT THE WRITTEN 
APPROVAL OF THE ENGINEER.
12. ANY DEVIATION, MODIFICATION & SUBSTITUTION FROM THE APPROVED SET OF 
STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE FOR 
REVIEW/APPROVAL PRIOR TO ITS USE OR INCLUSION ON THE SHOP DRAWINGS & 
PRIOR TO PROCEEDING WITH THE WORK.
13. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL NECESSARY SHORES, BRACES AND GUYS 
REQUIRED TO SUPPORT ALL LOADS TO WHICH THE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND 
COMPONENTS, SOILS, OTHER STRUCTURES AND UTILITIES MAY BE SUBJECTED DURING 
CONSTRUCTION.  SHORING SYSTEMS SHALL BE DESIGNED AND STAMPED BY A 
LOCALLY LISCENSED CIVIL ENGINEER. VISITS TO THE SITE BY THE OWNER’S 
REPRESENTATIVE WILL NOT INCLUDE OBSERVATION OF THE ABOVE NOTED ITEMS.
14. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE MEANS, METHOD, TECHNIQUES, SEQUENCE AND 
PROCEDURE OF CONSTRUCTION AS REQUIRED. SITE VISITS PERFORMED BY THE 
OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE DO NOT INCLUDE INSPECTIONS OF MEANS AND METHODS 
OF CONSTRUCTION PERFORMED BY CONTRACTOR.
15. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROTECT ALL WORK, MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FROM 
DAMAGE AND SHALL PROVIDE PROPER STORAGE FACILITIES FOR MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT DURING CONSTRUCTION.
16. STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS PERFORMED BY ENGINEER DURING CONSTRUCTION 
ARE NOT THE CONTINUOUS AND SPECIAL INSPECTION SERVICES AND DO NOT WAIVE 
THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE INSPECTIONS REQUIRED OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR 
OR THE DEPUTY INSPECTOR. OBSERVATIONS ALSO DO NOT GUARANTEE CONTRACTOR'S 
PERFORMANCE AND SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED AS SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION.
17. CONTRACTORS SHALL REVIEW SHOP DRAWINGS FOR COMPLETENESS AND 
COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. CONTRACTOR SHALL STAMP SHOP 
DRAWINGS PRIOR TO SUBMISSION TO OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE.
18. REVIEW OF THE SHOP DRAWINGS SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED AS AN 
AUTHORIZATION TO DEVIATE FROM CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
19. SHOP DRAWINGS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED DUE TO INCOMPLETENESS, LACK OF 
CO-ORDINATION WITH RELEVANT PORTION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, LACK OF 
CALCULATIONS IF REQUIRED AND WHERE DEVIATIONS, MODIFICATIONS AND 
SUBSTITUTIONS ARE INDICATED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM OWNER’S 
REPRESENTATIVE.ALLOW FOURTEEN WORKING DAYS FOR PROCESSING SHOP DRAWINGS 
AFTER RECEIPT.
WOOD
1. FRAMING LUMBER - EASTERN WHITE PINE;
- JOISTS AND RAFTERS:  NO. 3 U.N.O.
- POSTS AND BEAMS:  NO. 3 U.N.O.
- TRUSS MEMBERS AND BRACING: NO. 3 U.N.O.
- ALL LUMBER IN CONTACT WITH CONCRETE OR MASONRY TO BE PRESERVATIVE TREATED.
- ALL LUMBER SHALL HAVE A MAXIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT OF 19% PRIOR TO FINAL 
FRAMING INSPECTION.
2. FRAMING HARDWARE: AS MANUFACTURED BY SIMPSON CO. OR APPROVED EQUAL.SIMPSON 
DESIGNATIONS USED.
3. NAILS: COMMON WIRE GAGE U.O.N. NAILING TO CONFORM TO CBC TABLE 2304.9.1 
U.O.N.
4. BOLTS: ASTM A307. PROVIDE WASHER UNDER HEADS AND NUTS.
5. PROVIDE LATERAL SUPPORT FOR BEAMS, JOISTS AND RAFTERS AT ENDS AND POINTS OF 
BEARING.
6. LAG SCREWS PER ANSI/ ASME STANDARD B18.2.1 PROVIDE LEAD HOLE SAME DIAMETER 
AND DEPTH AS SHANK AND THEN DRILL HOLE 60% - 70% OF SHANK DIAMETER FOR 
THREADED PORTIONS.
7. PRESSURE TREATED LUMBER:
- PRESSURE TREATED D.F. SHALL BE AWPB STAMPED. AMMONIACAL COPPERQUAT (ACQ), 
COPPER BORON AZOLE (CBA), OR BORATE TREATED AWPASTANDARD C2, MINIMUM 0.40 
INCH. PENETRATION INCISED.
- ALL PRESERVATIVE TREATED LUMBER SHALL BE FIELD-APPLIED WITH PRESERVATIVE 
WHERE CUT AND DRILLED ON SITE WITH COPPER NAPHATHENATE (2% COPPER AS METAL).
- USE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED HARDWARE, IE. BOLTS, NAIL, ETC. FOR ALL ATTACHMENT 
TO ACQ OR CBA TREATED MEMBERS.
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S. Reeves
1" = 1'-0"
Pad Footing13/4" = 1'-0"Concrete Column Elevation2
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Column Section3
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SEE SCHEDULE FOR BEAM DIM.
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S. Reeves
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Gravity Beam Section4
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Typ. Beam Section3
NOT TO SCALE
Typ. Rebar Hooks2
3/4" = 1'-0"
A Concrete Beam Eelvation5
1" = 1'-0"
Typ. Foundation1
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Stone Infill, per Arch.
3
/8
"
3/8"
Isolation Joint filled with 
Compressible Material,
Typ. at Top and Sides of 
Stone Infill 
Conc. Column per Plan 
or Elevations
Conc. Beam per Plan 
or Elevations
Roof Batten per Plan
Roof Beam per Plan
Roof Finish per Arch
Chamfer Block
Girder per Plan
Beam per Plan
Batten per Plan, Typ.
Roof Finish per Arch.
3'-6"  Max.
Girder per Plan
Batten per Plan, Typ.
Beam per Plan
Brace per Plan
Chamfer Block
Truss Top Chord per other Details
Truss Bottom Chord per other Details
Beam per Plan
Truss Web per Plan, Typ.
Truss Batten per Plan, Typ.
Truss Brace per Plan
Truss Top Chord per Details
Truss Bottom Chord per Details
Beam per Plan
Roof Finish per Arch
Roof Battens per Plan
6'-0" Overhang Max.
4"x12" MiTek Galvanized MT20 Truss Plate, 
Fully Embeded, Ea. Side of Truss, 
Installed per Mnfr.
Chamfer Block
Girder per Plan
Batten per Plan
Roof Finish per Arch.
Beam per Plan
Chamfer Block to Fit
Conc Beam per Plan
Beam per Plan
Batten per Plan
Roof Finish per Arch.
Post cap to Fit
Beam Per Plan
Roof Framing Size, 
Spacing & Orientation 
per Plan, Typ. 
Roof Finish, 
per Arch 
Post Per Plan
Chamfer Block to Fit
Conc Beam per Plan
Beam per Plan
Batten per Plan
Roof Finish per Arch.
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S. Reeves
3" = 1'-0"
Typical Wall Infill1
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Batten to Roof Beam2
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Roof Framing at Upper Roof3
1" = 1'-0"
Roof Framing at Lower Roof4
3/4" = 1'-0"
Roof Framing Parallel to Truss5
1" = 1'-0"
Roof Framing Perpendicular to Truss6
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Roof Framing at Upper Roof Overhang7
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Roof Framing at Exterior Concrete Beam8
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Beam to Post10
1 1/2" = 1'-0"
Roof framing at Interior Concrete Beam9
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Empowering Villages
Kilimbi Community Center
a Journeyman International Project
BY:  SERENA REEVES
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Who is Journeyman 
International?
-CalPoly alumni Daniel Weins
-Connecting students to causes
-Positive global impact while learning
323
What is Empowering 
Villages?
-Humanitarian organization based in Kigali, Rwanda
-Focuses on inspiring, training, and educating
-Partnered with EMPWR for renewable energy access
324
Architect
Rebecca Johnson
Construction Manager
Chris Audi
Architectural Engineer
Serena Reeves
The Team
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The Project
Timber
Trusses and other Gravity 
Framing
Concrete
Diaphragm, Special 
Moment Frames, 
Cantilevered Columns, Slab 
On Grade, Retaining Walls, 
and Foundations
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THE SITE
327
Structural Analysis
328
329
330
331
Global
332
Cultural and Social
-Exposure to different cultures
-Sets example and promotes well 
engineered structures
-Mitigate disruption of daily life in the 
case of natural disasters or at least a 
shelter
-Empowering Villages can focus on 
empowering villages, rather than 
constantly repairing them
-Community Center encourages people to 
come together and learn together in a 
scattered community
333
Environmental
Pro-
Creates green energy 
sources, both hydro and 
solar
Con-
Mainly concrete structure
334
Economic
-Sheathing and large 
dimensional lumber 
expensive
-Concrete frames more cost-
effective use of expensive 
rebar than structural mud 
bricks 
-Training and educational 
resources open up 
opportunities for people 
335
Learning On 
My Own
-More experience in Etabs, Risa, 
Excel, SpColumn, and Revit
-Concrete moment frame design
-How infill is detailed participate or 
not
336
